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From the Sui Tang to the end of the Qing dynasty, the Imperial Examinations(IEs) 
was always closely bounding with household register. Due to the different admitting 
rate and examinee’s academic ability among different regions, and also because of 
the extensive population flow, many examinees broak the rules and went to other 
regions to take the Imperial Examination in order to increasing the admission 
probability. This phenomenon was the so-called Phenomenon of Taking the Imperial 
Examinations by Forging Household Register(PTIEFHR). And it’s very similar to the 
other phenomenon that migration examinee’s take the Nationaal College Entrance 
Examinations by forging household register in contemporary China. In a certain sense, 
we can see the former as the historical proterotype of the latter. To study the 
phenomenon of taking the Imperial Examination by forging other region’s household 
register not only was very meaningful to the Emperial Examination Study and China’s 
educational history study, but is very referential for understanding and resolving 
China’s contemporary illegal migration examination problems. In a broad way, it also 
has much significant reference for solving the obstacles which the floating children’s 
meeting in Nationaal College Entrance Examinations.  
On the bases of briefly introductiong “PTIEFHR”which existed in the Tang, 
Song and Ming dynasties, this paper mainly explores the category, reason, social 
influence of the “PTIEFHR”in the Qing Dynasty. Meanwhile, it pays much attention 
to the prevention and cure mechanism, and its’ effects. While following this research 
logic, it should also have and a kind of “Spatio-temporal feeling”, which means to pay 
attention to the specific historical context from the longitudinal and horizontal angle. 
In the end, it also explorers the  phenomenon of migration examinee’s taking the 
Nationaal College Entrance Examinations by forging household register, and the 
floating children’s difficulties in taking the Nationaal College Entrance Examinations 
on their migrant areas. 
More specifically, this paper includes seven chapters. The introduction part is 
mainly about the research origion, illustration of concepts, research review, research 
framework and research methods. Chapter 1 makes a brief introdution about 
“PTIEFFRR” existed in Tang, Song and Ming dynasties. Chapter 2 probes the 













in the Qing Dynasty’s Imperial System. Also, this part pays much attention to the the 
rules of taking “IEs’ in way of “Jiji”. Chapter 3 is about the general category of 
PTIEFHR in Qing dynasty, which is to take the IEs by forging “Min” household 
register. It chooses certain provinces and regions as the cases, and tries to find this 
category’s basic situation in big, middle and small provinces. Chapter 4 is about the 
special categories of “PTIEFHR” in Qing dynasty, which is to take the IEs by forging 
“Shang”, “Wei”, and “Qi” household register. In addition, this part inclueds a much 
more special categoriy of “PTIEFHR”, that is social outcasts’ breaking restrictions 
and taking the IEs. In a certain sense, we can call phenomenon “Jian” impersonating 
“Liang”. Chapter 5 explores the “PTIEFHR”s causes and social influences. Chapter 6 
discusses the prevention and cure mechanism for “PTIEFHR” and also its effects. 
Chapter 7 is mainly about the theoretical reflections and realistic reflections for 
“PTIEFHR”. The epilogue is about the progress the study has made, and the questions 
that need to be researched in the future.  
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 需要注意的是，此时在海外科举成为了一个研究热点。刘海峰. 科举学导论[M]. 武汉：华中师范大学出
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 刘海峰.“第五届科举制与科举学国际学术研讨会”大会致辞. 参见张亚群. 东瀛行：第五届科举制与科
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 刘海峰. 科举学导论[M]. 武汉：华中师范大学出版社, 2005：232-255、308-328. 
②
 刘海峰. 科举学导论[M]. 武汉：华中师范大学出版社, 2005：:245. 注释③. 社会流动通常情况下指人的
“纵向流动”，亦即社会地位的流动，包括向上与向下流动。对于人的“横向流动”或者说“空间流动”
一般称之为“人口流动”。不过亦有其他学者认为社会流动包括“垂直流动”与“水平流动”。参见李强. 
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